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Classification of certain infinité simple C*-algebras, II

George A. Elliott and Mikael R0rdam

1 Introduction

The main purpose of this paper is to complète the construction of classifiable
models of separable, purely infinité, simple C*-algebras that was started in [15].
The class ^ of classifiable models has, almost by its définition (see [15, Définition

5.5], and also Définition 5.1 below), the property that if A and B are two
unital C*-algebras in * with (K0(A), [1], KX{A)) isomorphic to (K0(B), [1], KX(B%
as abelian groups with a distinguished élément of Ko, then A and B are isomorphic.

Non-unital C*-algebras in ^ are always stable and are classified by the two
Af-groups alone (see [15, Theorem 5.7]).

The class # is closed under inductive limits, which is proved in [15, Theorem

5.9], and in a stronger form hère in Theorem 5.4. The C*-algebras in ^ are

natural models for separable, purely infinité, simple C*-algebras with the same

A^-theory in, at least, two différent ways. First, ^ has nice properties as a class,

such as the one mentioned above. Secondly, there is a necessary and sufficient

condition of a rather intrinsic nature, that a C*-algebra be isomorphic to its
model in ^ (see Theorem 5.6) if this exists. In fact, as we shall show, every
separable, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra has a classifiable model. Recall that
it was proved in [15, Theorem 8.2], that for every triple (Go,£o&gt; G,), where Go

and Gx are countable abelian groups and goeGO9 such that Gx is torsion free,

there is a unitial C*-algebra A in ^ with (K0(A), [1], KX{A)) isomorphic to
(Go,go&gt;G,). To complète the construction of classifiable models we must show

that the condition that G, be torsion free can be removed. This is done in
Theorem 5.6.

The construction involved is an élaboration of simultaneous but independent

work, [2] and [10], in which simple inductive limits of direct sums of matrix
algebras over C*-algebras of the form CJ2n ® C(T) are proved to be classified by

AT-theory. The C*-algebra &amp;„ is the Cuntz algebra, and this C*-algebra is so far
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616 GEORGE A ELLIOTT AND MIKAEL R0RDAM

known to be classifiable in the above sensé when n is even. Since Kx((9n ® C(T)) is

isomorphic to Z/(« — 1)Z, thèse results bring C*-algebras with torsion into the

picture, but it is not proved in [2] or in [10] that the simple inductive limits they
consider actually belong to (€. The Cuntz algebras (9n hâve models Qn in ^ by [15]
because Kx((9n) 0, and it is known that (92n is isomorphic to Q2n. We shall prove
hère (in Corollary 5.5) that every simple, inductive limit of direct sums of matrix
algebras over Qn ® C(T) belongs to ^, and that thèse C*-algebras therefore are
classified by À^-theory. This, together with techniques from [15], brings C*-algebras
with arbitrary J£rgroups into the classifiable class (€. In short, the class ^ exhausts
the invariant.

2 Preliminaries

We shall in this chapter in part recall and in part develop the theory needed for
the constructions which follow later on.

2.1 The decoy Cuntz algebras

The Cuntz algebra &amp;n,n&gt;2, is defined in [5] as the universal C*-algebra
generated by isometries sx,..., sn satisfying 1 sxsf + • • • + sns*. Cuntz proved in
[5] that (9n is simple and purely infinité, and in [6] he proved that K0((9n) is

isomorphic to Z/(« — 1)Z and that Kx{(9n) 0. The class of the unit in (9n générâtes

It is proved in [15, Theorem 8.2] that what is called there the classifiable class

^ of purely infinité, simple C*-algebras (see also Section 1 above) contains unital
C*-algebras Qn,n&gt;2, with K0(Qn) sZ/(» - 1)Z, KX(Q?) 0 and with K0(Qn)
generated by [1]. Moreover, by the properties of &lt;g, there is for each n &gt; 2 only one

C*-algebra - up to isomorphism - in &lt;&amp; with this ^-theory. It is proved in [14] that
Qn is isomorphic to (9n (equivalently, (9n belongs to #) if n is even. It is not known
(at présent) if this also holds for odd n. The C*-algebras Qn might be called the

decoy Cuntz algebras (with the idea being to replace the decoy with the real thing).
The decoy Cuntz algebra Qn is, like &amp;n&gt; generated by a UHF-algebra B of type

n00 together with an isometry s such that b h» sbs* defines an endomorphism of B.

This endomorphism is a perturbation of the Bernoulli shift by an approximately
inner automorphism. It is hère that the construction of Qn differs from that of (9n,

which involves the Bernoulli shift itself. By [15, Proposition 3.7] (possibly after

replacing s with us for some unitary u e B) there exists a generating nest {Bk} of
subalgebras of B such that for each k, Bk is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra of
order a power of «, and sBks* and s*Bks are contained in Bk + l.
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We may assume that Bx îs isomorphic to Mn and that ss* îs a one-dimensional

projection in 2?, In that case there are partial isometries bu ,bneB{ such that
S bjSs*b* 1 This defines an embedding of (9n into Qn by mapping s, onto bjS We
shall hâve occasion to refer to this embedding later

2 2 The Bott élément associated with two almosî commuting unitanes

Two communting unitanes u and y in a unital C*-algebra A détermine in a

canomcal way a *-homomorphism cp C(T2)-+A Defîne b{u, v) e K0(A) to be

K0((p)(b), where b e K0(C(J2)) îs the Bott élément

Terry Lormg observed in [11] that there are real-valued continuous functions

f,g,h e C(T) such that if zx, z2 are the canomcal unitary generators of C(T2), then

Rzi) h(z2)zl+g(z2)
\zlh(z2)+g(z2) \-f(z2)

is a projection in A/2(C(T2)), and

171 (^

lt follows that the image of e in M2(A), with respect to two commuting unitanes

w, v m A as above, î e

/ f(v) h(v)u+g(v)\
e(u, v)=[ ^

6 M2(A), (2 2 1)

is a projection, and

]^ ^] (2 2 2)

Loring observed further that there is a universal constant &lt;50 &gt; 0 such that if
w, veA are umtanes with ||mi; —wi|| &lt;^0. then the spectrum of the self-adjomt

élément e(u, v) does not contam \ This allows us to associate a Bott élément to a

pair of almost commuting unitanes u and v as

*&gt;««, «0)1-[(J o)] (223)
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Note that if {ut}, t e[0, 1], is a continuous path of unitaries such that
\\utv — vut II &lt; ôQ for ail f, then b(u0, v) — b(uu v). It follows easily from the définition

of the Bott élément that

0

0 0

(2.2.4)
7=1

when \\ujVj —VjUj\\&lt;ô0. From thèse two observations and standard homotopy
tricks one easily deduces that

b(u, v) -b(v,u),

and that

b(ulu2 •••«„,!?)= b{ux, v)

(2.2.5)

(2.2.6)

if «i,..., un are unitaries such that \\ujV — vu} \ &lt; ôojn.
The following existence theorem for C(T2) will be used several times in this paper.

THEOREM 2.2.1. Let D be a stable, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra. It
follows that for every pair of group homomorphisms ol0 \ K0(C(T2))-+K0(D) and

&lt;*! : J^!(C(T2)) -+KX{D) there is an injective *-homomorphism (p:C(T2)-+D such

that K0((p) a0 and Kx{cp) =olx.

The theorem can be rephrased as follows: If D is a unital, purely infinité, simple
C*-algebra, if g0 e K0(D) and if guhx e KX(D), then there are commuting unitaries
m, v in D such that [m] gx, [v] hx and b(u, v) =g09 and such that C*(w, v) ^ C(T2).

Proof. We prove the rephrased version. Set

G Z[1/2]0Z, G+ {(t,n) eG\t &gt;0} u {(0,0)}, « =(1,0).

Then (G,G+, u) is a dimension group with a distinguished order unit, and there is

a unital ^F-algebra B which has that dimension group as its invariant. Notice that
B is simple because G is a simple dimension group. It is proved in [9] that there is

a unital embedding \j/ : C(T2) -+B with i^(^)(è) (0,1) e G.

Find mutually orthogonal, non-zero projections P\&lt;&gt;P2&gt;Pi in D with

pt -fp2+p3 1 and [/&gt;!] =0 in !£o(D). By the existence theorem for v4F-algebras
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(see [15, Lemma 7.2]) there is a unital *-homomorphism \j/&apos; : B -?/?,£&gt;/?, with
KQ(^&apos;)({t,n)) ng0. Combining this with the embedding of C(T2) into B and the
fact that KX(B) =0 we get commuting unitaries ux, v{ in pxDpx with b(ux, vx) =g0,
and [w1]=[i?1]=0 in AT,(Z)). Find unitaries u2ep2Dp2 and v^ep^Dp^ such that
[&quot;2] =£1 and [^3]=/^, and set u Wj 4-«2 +Pi, v y, + /?2 -h uv Then, clearly,
[w] =g! and [y] A, and by (2.2.4) we find that b(u, v)=g0. D

The following theorem is a fundamental ingrédient in our proof of the unique-
ness theorem for Qn ® C(T).

THEOREM 2.2.2. ([3, Theorems 8.1 and 9.1]) For every s&gt;0 there is a
ô g (0, (50) so that the following is true. Let D be a unital, purely infinité, simple

C*-algebra and let u, v be unitaries in D. Suppose that [u] 0 in Kx (D), that
IIuv —vuII &lt; ô and that b(u,v)=0 in K0(D). Then there is a continuous path
{ut}, t e[0, 1], of length less than 5n -h 1, consisting of unitaries in D such that

uo=l9ul=u and \\utv — vut II &lt;efor ail t e [0, 1],

2.3 Approximate unitary équivalence of two unitaries

The purpose of this section is to prove a sharper version of the following
theorem.

THEOREM 2.3.1. ([7]) Let D be a unital, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra, and

let u, v be unitaries in D. If[u] [v] in Kx (D) and sp (m) sp (v) T, then u and v are

approximately unitarily équivalent in D (i.e., there is a séquence {wn} of unitaries in

D such that wnuw* -+v).

LEMMA 2.3.2. Let D be a unital, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra, and let

u e D be a unitary with full spectrum. Then for every ô in (0, ô0), where ô0 is as in

Section 2.2, every g0 e K0(D), and every gx e Kx (D) there exists a unitary v e D with

\\uv - vu II &lt; ô, [v] gx, and b(u, v)=g0.

Proof It follows from Theorem 2.2.1 that there are commuting unitaries

uQ, voeD with full spectrum such that [u0] [u], [v0] gx and b(u0, v0) g0. We

conclude from Theorem 2.3.1 that there is a unitary weD such that

— m II &lt; (5/2. With v wvow*, we get \\uv -vu\\&lt;ô, [v] =gu and

b(u, v) b(wuow*, wvow*) b(u0, v0) g0. D
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THEOREM 2.3.3. Let D be a imitai, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra and let

u,v g D be two unitaries with full spectrum such that [u] - [v] in Kx (D). Then for
every g e K} (D) there is a continuouspath {wt}, t g [ 1, oo), of unitaries in D such that

[wj] g and wtuwf -&gt;v as t -* oo.

Proof. Let ô =ôn correspond to e \\n in Theorem 2.2.2. By Theorem 2.3.1

there exists a séquence {zn} of unitaries in D such that

By Lemma 2.3.2, there are unitaries xn e D with

[xn]=g-[zn]&gt;

b(xn + \, u) -b(x* z*zn + l9 u).

Set znxn wn. Then [wn]=g,

\\(w% wn+\)u -u(w* wn+l)\\&lt;mm {n~\ ôn}9

and 6(w* wrt + 1, w) =0. Hence Theorem 2.2.2 yields a continuous path
{wt},1 g [1, oo), of unitaries in D such that ww is as above when n e N, and for
t e[n,n + 1],

||w,wmw* — v\\ &lt; \\wtuwf —wnuw*\\ + ||wrtww* — v\

-1 I -1-1 -1
&quot;&quot;

2 ~2

This proves that wtuwf -? y as / -&gt; oo. D

We conclude this section by quoting the following &quot;tail lemma&quot;.

LEMMA 2.3.4. ([3, Theorem 11.3]) Let D be a unital, purely infinité, simple
Ç*~algebra, and let {ut} and {vt}, t g [0, 1], be two continuous paths of unitaries in D
such that [ut] [vt] in KX(D) and ail ut and vt hâve full spectrum. Let ô &gt; 0 be given.
Then there is a continuous path {wt}, t g [0, 1], of unitaries in D such that

\\wtutwf — vt J| &lt;Ôfor ail t g [0, 1], Ifu0 v0, then {wt} can be chosen such that w0 1.
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2.4 The universal coefficient theorem

Let An hère dénote either 0n or Qn. Suppose that cp, \j/ : An ® C(T) -»Z&gt; are

*-homomorphisms, where D is an arbitrary C*-algebra. We shall détermine when

KK(cp) KK(ij/) in terms of spécifie data associated with the *-homomorphisms cp

and \j/. By the universal coefficient theorem of Rosenberg and Schochet, [13], if

K+(q&gt;) K^) : K*(An ® C(T)) -*K*(D)9

then KK{cp) - KKty) fo, a,), where

s, g Ext (Kj(An

The Ext-elements e0 and gj can be calculated as follows. Consider the C*-algebra £
of pairs (/, a) with /:[0, 1]-»Z) continuous, « € ^w ® C(T),/(0) ^(a) and

/(l) t/^fl). By means of the map

there is then associated to the pair (q&gt;, \j/) an extension of C*-algebras:

^&gt;0. (2.4.1)

If K*{cp) K*(\l/), then the six-term exact séquence of iT-groups of this extension

has zéro index maps and therefore yields two short exact séquences:

a0 K0(n)
0 -&gt; KX{D) -&gt; K0(E) &gt; K0(An ® C(T)) ^0, (2.4.2)

ai ATi(7t)

0 -, Âo(Z))-&gt; ^(E) &gt; Kx(An ® C(T)) ^ 0. (2.4.3)

Thèse are the éléments e0 and £i.
We wish to identify e0 and £i more explicitly. The following construction from

[4] will be used in the proof of the following proposition and in Section 4. Let CD

dénote the C*-algebra of ail continuous bounded functions/: [1, oo) -* A and let

C0D dénote the idéal in CD consisting of those/eZ) for which/(0 -?0 as t -&gt; oo.

There is a canonical map j :D-+ CDjC0D, mapping an élément xeD into the

constant function /(*) x modulo C0D. The induced group homomorphism

K*U) &apos; K*(B) -+K+(CDIC0D) is injective. It has been proved by G. Nagy in [12]

that K*(j) is an ismomorphism when D is stable. (Moreover, K*(j) is an
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isomorphism when D is a purely infinité simple C*-algebra, but the two facts about

K*(j) quoted above will suffice for the purposes of this paper.)

PROPOSITION 2.4.1. Suppose that D is a unital, purely infinité, simple C*-alge-
bra and that q&gt;,\j/ : An®C{T) -?/) are injective unital *-homomorphisms. Let
Bx ç= An be as described in Section 2.1, and let z dénote the canonical unitary
gênerator of C(T). Assume that cp\BX ® 1 ij/\BX ® 1 and that ||&lt;p(l®z) —

^(l®z)|| &lt;(50/2, where ô0 is as stipulated in Section 2.2. Then K*((p) K+ty),
u — (p(s ® 1)*^ ® 1) is unitary, and ifv (p(\ ® z), then \\uv — vu \\&lt;ô0. Let v e E
be a short path of unitaries in D Connecting q&gt;{\ ® z) to \j/{\®z). Then, with a0 and

a, as in (2.4.2) and (2.4.3),

&quot;Oo(M) (n - 1)[lE]9 mx(b{u, v)) =(n- \)[v].

In particular, KK(cp) KK(\j/) if and only if [u] e (n - \)KX(D) and b(u,v)e
(n - l)K0(D).

Proof That K*(cp) K*(\jj) follows from the fact that the class of the unit in
An®C(T) générâtes its À^-group and the class of l®z générâtes its À^-group,
together with the assumptions that cp and xj/ are unital and that ||&lt;p(l®z) —

iM 1 ® z) || &lt;ôol2 &lt; 2, whence [cp{ 1 ® z)] [ij/( 1 ® z)]. Because ss* e Bx, we get
&lt;p(ss* ®1) =^(^*® 1), and it follows that u is unitary. It is easily checked that
I mi? — i;m II &lt;&lt;50-

Assume to begin with that ^(1 ®z) cp{\ ®z) (=v), and let us relax at
the same time the assumptions on D, and assume only that D is unitaî.
Set Dn{v}&apos; D0, and let cpo,\j/o\ An^&gt;D0 dénote the *-homomorphisms
a 1—? cp(a ® 1), a t—? \j/(a ® 1). Then K0((p0) K0(\l/0) because cp0 and i^0 are both
unital. Consider the extension of C*-algebras analogous to (2.4.1) for the pair

and its induced exact séquence of AT-groups,

an ^0(^0)
0 -, Kx (A&gt;) — ^o(^o) &gt; Ko(An) -, 0.

Since cpo\Bx il/0\Bx there is an embedding 1 :BX-&gt;EO such that n0 o 1 id5l. (Map
b e Bx into the pair (/, b) where/ dénotes the constant function with value cpo(b).)

We can now apply [15, Lemma 6.9], and conclude that

nz&apos;o ([u]) **o0)([l] - [ss*]) K0(i)((n - 1)[1]) (n - 1)[1EJ.
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Considering the extension (2.4.1) arising from (cp, if/), we hâve that v eE(when v is

identifiée with the pair (/, v) with / the constant map) and Eo c E. Define
*-homomorphisms Do ® C( T) -? D and Eo ® C( T) -? E by a®lHa and

1®zhî;. Thèse lead to the commutative diagram.

0 SD0®C(J)

0 SD 0

in which the rows are exact. By functoriality, from the first square we obtain the

following commutative diagram of groups:

ATy(J?0®C(T))

Consider the composition of the two maps in the left column. For j — 0, the

élément [u] ® [ 1] g Kx (Do) ® Aq(C)T)) is first mapped onto [u ® 1] e ^T, (Z)o ® C(T)),
and then onto [u] e ^,(/)). For; 1, [u] ® [z] e ^,(i)0)®^(C(T)) is first mapped

onto Z?(w® 1, 1 ®z) eÂo(Z)o® C(T)), as we shall show below, and then to
6(w, t;) e Kq(D). Consider next the composition of ao® id with the two maps in the

right column, and recall that &lt;x&apos;o (n[u]) (n - 1)[ lEo]. For j 0, (n[u]) ® [1]
is mapped to ((n-l)[lEo])®[\] and then on to (n -l)[\E] e KQ(E). For

7 1, (n[u]) ®z is first mapped onto ((n - l)[ljj0]) ® [z], then to (« - 1)[1 ®z], and

finally to (« - l)[t;] g Kx(E). Because the diagram is commutative, we conclude that

nao(M) =(n- \)[lE] and na,(fc(«, v)) (n - l)[t;] when &lt;p(l ® z) ^(1 ®z).
To prove the assertion made above concerning the image of [u] ® [z], let us

examine the map KX(DO) ®KX{C{1)) -&gt;K0(D0®C(T)). Upon identifying SA with

C0(R) ®v4, this map is the composition of the following three natural maps:

K^D») ®KX(C(J)) ®D0)

® /&gt;0® C(T))
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Let s be a unitary in C0(R), with a unit adjoined, whose class in AT,(C0(R)) is a

generator. Dénote by &lt;., .&gt; the natural pairings

KJ(A)&lt;8&gt;Kl_J(B)^Kl(A®B).

Then, by the définitions of the isomorphisms K^Dq)-^&gt;K0(C0(M) ® Do) and

^i(Co(R)®Z&gt;o®C(T))-*iCo(/)o®C(T)), and by associativity of the tensor
product, we get

[u] ® [z] h-&gt; b(s ® 1, 1 ® m) ® [z]

1), [1®

Consider now the case that ||&lt;p(l®z) — i/^(l ®z)||&lt;&lt;50/2 and Z) is simple and
purely infinité. Theorem 2.3.3 gives us a continuous path {w,}, / g [1, oo), of
unitaries in D n cp(B\) such that w, 1 and w,^(l ®z)wf -xp(l ®z). Set

cp =jo(p:An® C(T) -^ CDIQD, where CDIC0D and y : Z) -? CD/C0D are as de-
scribed above, and let $ :An® C(T) -&gt; CD/C0D be given by

Co/&gt;.

Then ^( 1 (g) z) i

0 &gt; 5

0-

t;), and we hâve a commutative diagram

&gt;0

S{CDjCQD) CE/C0E ¦An®C(T) 0

where the second row is the extension associated with the pair (&lt;p9 \j/). From the first
square we obtain the following cummutative diagram of iT-groups with injective
vertical maps:

Kx ^
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Set (p(s®l)*\l/(s(g)l) =û. From the previous paragraphs we deduce that
nôto([û]) =(n- 1)[1] in K0(CEIC0E)9 and nâx(b(û, S)) (n - \)[v] in KX(CEICQE).
To complète the desired calculations of a0 and al9 just check that [u] e KX{D) is

mapped onto [û] e KX(CD/COD\ that b(u,v)eK0(D) is mapped onto b(ù,v)e
K0(CD/C0D\ and that [v] e KX(E) is mapped onto [v] e Kx{CEjCQE).

The universal coefficient theorem yields, as mentioned above, that KK(&lt;p)

KK(\j/) if and only if the extensions (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) split.
Since K}(An ® C(T)) ^ Z/(w - 1)Z for j 0, 1, and thèse groups are generated

by [1], respectively [1 ® z], the extensions split if and only if thèse two generators lift
to éléments in Kj(E) of order n - 1. Since K0(n)([\]) [1] and Kx(n)([v]) [1 ® z],
this is the case if and only if there are éléments g, e Kj{D) with

(n - 1)([1]) - ao(g,)) =0, (n- \)([v] - ax(g0)) 0.

But

(n - 1)([1] - acte,)) Oo(/i[ii] - (n -
(il - 1)([£] -

Because a0 and a] are injective, it follows that gQ, gx can be found if and only if
[u] e(n- \)KX (D) and b(u9 v)e(n- \)K0(D). D

3 A uniqueness theorem for Qn ® C(J)

It will be proved that every pair of injective, unital *-homomorphisms from

Qn®C{l) into a unital, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra that define the same

élément in ^^T-theory are approximately unitarily équivalent. The proof of this
follows the lines of [15], [2] and [10], but significant sharpenings of results from
thèse papers are necessary and will be carried out in the lemmas below. We shall try
to make as much use of the already established results as possible without

disrupting the présent exposition unduly.
Let {Bk} and bx,.. ,bne Bx be as in Section 2.1. Suppose that D is a unital,

purely infinité, simple C*-algebra and that cp : Qn -&gt; D is a *-homomorphism. Set,

as in [15],

a(x) £ cpib^xcpibjS)*, xeD. (3.1)
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Observe that if x g D, ô &gt; 0, and v g U(D) are such that ||x || &lt; 1, \\vq&gt;(s) — cp(s)v || &lt;

ô, \\vx - xv || &lt; ô, and \\v(p(b) - ç(b)v \\ &lt; ô \\b || for ail b e Bu then ||i; -i;01| &lt; ô for
some voe D n (p(Bxy with ||i;0|| &lt; 1, and hence

\\a(x)v - va(x) \\&lt;2Ô + \\a(x)v0 - voa(x) \\&lt;UÔ.

We therefore get by induction that

\\ak(x)v - vak(x) || &lt; 1 \kè \\x || (3.2)

for ail x s D.

LEMMA 3.1. (cf. [15, Lemma 6.5]) For every e&gt;0 and k eN there are m&gt;k

and ô g (0, So/2)9 where &lt;50 is as defined in Section 2.2, such that the following holds.

Let D be a unital, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra and let &lt;p9 if/ : Qn -? D be

unital *-homomorphisms such that (p\Bm=\l/\Bm and such that {u =)q&gt;{s)*\j/(s)

belongs to UQ(D n (pC#m_i)r)- Let v e D be a unitary in D n (p(Bm)&apos; such that
| v(p(s) — q&gt;(s)v &lt; Ô and \\vij/(s) — ij/(s)v \\ &lt; ô, and such that b(u, v) 0 in

K0(D n (p(Bm_i)&apos;)- Then there exists a unitary w in D n q&gt;{Bk)r such that

Iw(p(s)w* — {//(s) I &lt; s and \\wv — vw \\ &lt; e.

Proof. Notice that \\uv — vu || &lt; 2ô &lt; ô0 so that b(u, v) is defined. The proof is a

modification of the proofs of [15, Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5], and we shall just describe

what changes must be made to those proofs. Let N dénote the least integer so that
(5n + l)/N &lt; s/2 and let r &gt; k) dénote the integer appearing in the first paragraph
of the proof of [15, Lemma 6.5]. Set r + 3N-l=m. (The size of ô &gt;0 will be

determined in the course of the proof.)
By Theorem 2.2.2, if ô is chosen small enough, then there is a continuous path

{&quot;/}&gt; t g [0,1], of unitaries in D n (p{Bm_l)&apos; Connecting 1 to m such that

\\utv~vut\\&lt;( X llA lô0

for ail t g [0,1]. Set

x &lt;T(u)a2(u) - • • &lt;rN(u)9

and observe that {xt} is a continuous path of unitaries in D n (p(Bm_N_l)&apos;
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Connecting 1 to x (use [15, Lemma 6.3]). It follows from (3.2) that

||*f !&gt; - VXt || &lt; £ \\ 1

7=1

N

\\xv — vx|| &lt; ]T 1 V\\uv — mII-

Hence b(x, v) b(l9 v) 0 in à:0(Z&gt; n (p(Bm_N_,)&apos;). Moreover, to a given 5, &gt; 0 if
ô is small enough, then another application of Theorem 2.2.2 yields a new
continuous path {yt} of unitaries in D n (p(Bm_N_ {)&apos; of length at most 57t + 1 such

that yo=\,y]=x, and \\ytv - vyt\\ &lt; &lt;5, for ail fe[0, 1]. Choose a division
0 f0 &lt; f ,&lt;•••&lt; fyv 1 of the interval [0, 1] such that, with zy yt,
7=0 JV-1,

Then z0 \,zN x, and ||z7i&gt; ~ î;zy || &lt; ô{ for ail /
Set zi=wl and z*zJ+l wJ+l. Then x w,w2 • • • wN, \\wj — 1|| &lt;e/2, and

||w7i; — vWj || &lt; 2&lt;5,. Continue the proofs of [15, Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5] using thèse

unitaries w{,..., w^ (and with w equal to x above) to obtain unitaries

vo,vu 9vN in D n (p(Br)&apos; such that ||fy^(^_0* — A(w)|| &lt;e/2 (where A(x)
(p(s)xcp(s) *) and ||t;yi; — ffy || &lt; ^2 f°r some &lt;52 &gt; 0 which dépends on ô{ and tends to
zéro as ôx tends to zéro. The proof of [15, Lemma 6.5] will then produce a unitary
w in D n (p(2?*)&apos; (called y in [15]) such that \\w(p(s)w* -\{/(s)\\ &lt;e and ||m; -
tnv|| &lt; e if S and hence ^! are sufficiently small. D

LEMMA 3.2. Let D be a uniial C*-algebra and let cp \ Qn ® C(T) -&gt;D be a
unital *-homomorphism. Set &lt;p(\ ® z) v and cp(s (g) 1) t. Let m € N and let w be a

unitary in Dncp(Bm®\)f with \\wv — vw\\ &lt; Ôo. Then t*wt is a unitary in

D n cp(Bm_l ® 1)&apos;, \\t*wtv - vt*wt I &lt; (50, and b(w, v) nb(t*wt, v) in K0(D n
&lt;p(Bm_x®\)&apos;).

Proof. The map \i\x-+t*xt is a unital *-homomorphism from Dn
q&gt;(Bm ® 1)&apos; into D n q&gt;{Bm_, ® 1)&apos;, because tt* e cp(B{ ® 1) £ (p(Bm ® 1) and

tcp(Bm_l®\)t* c (p(Bm®\); cf. Section 2.1 (see also [15, Lemma 6.1]). We see

in particular that t*wt n(w) is a unitary in D n(p(Bm_i®\)\ Since v and t

commute,

\\t*wtv —vt*wt\\ \\t*(wv — vw)t\\ ||wi; —vw\\ &lt;ô0.
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If p is a projection in (p(Bm_x ® 1), then tpt* is a projection in cp(Bm ® 1) and

[p] n[tpt*] in K0(q&gt;(Bm ® 1)). Hence, for every projection e in D n (p(#m ® 1)&apos;,

[e/?] n[etpt*] n[t*etp]

in Kq(D), which implies that [e] =n[t*et] in K0(D n &lt;p(i9m_1)&apos;). This again implies
that

nK0(n) K0(i) : K0(D n &lt;p(Bm ® \)&apos;)-+K0(D n cp(Bm_x® 1)&apos;).

Dénote by &amp;( •, • and b&apos;{ •, • the Bott éléments in K0(D n (p{Bm__x)&apos;) and

K0(D n cp(^m)&apos;). Then

b(w9 v)

nb(t*wt, t*vt) nb(t*wt9 v). D

LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that D is a imitai, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra and

that cp, \j/ : Qn® C(T) -&gt;Z) «re injective, unital *-homomorphisms with KK(cp)

KK{\\/). Then for every m e N &lt;z«d ^t;erj (5 &gt; 0 f/*ere w âf unitary w e D such that if

u (Ad w © ç&gt;)(5 ® 1)*^(.s ® 1), y (Ad w

|; — um || &lt; Ôo and

(i)
(ii) ii€l/
(iii) ||t?-
(iv) b(u, v)=0 in K0(D n cp{Bm_x® 1)&apos;).

Proof It follows from the uniqueness theorem for Qn, [15, Theorem 6.12],

that there is a unitary wx e D such that (i) and (ii) hold with wx in the place of
w and with m -h 1 instead of m. Since AX(Ad wx ° cp) KK(q&gt;), we may,
upon replacing ^ with Ad w1 o ç&gt;, suppose that q&gt; |i?m + x ® 1 ^ \Bm + x ® 1 and that

^ ® 1)*^(5 ® 1) e U0(D n cp(Bm ® 1)&apos;).

We hâve in particular that Kx(cp) KX(\J/), and so, for every projection

p e Bm+X, the following holds in KX(D):

®z)q&gt;{p ®\)+{\-&lt;p(p® 1))] [&lt;p(p ®z + l-p® 1)]

z + l-p®l)]
z)cp(p ®l)+(l
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This shows that [cp( 1 ® z)] [\j/( 1 ®z)] m K{(D n cp(Bm+l ® 1)&apos;), and Theorem
2 3 3 therefore yields a umtary w2 in UQ(D n cp(Bm+l ® 1)&apos;) with

||(Ad w2 o (p)(l ® z) - iA(l ® z) || &lt; min {(5/2, &lt;50/4} =ô{)

Observe that (î) and (n) hold with w2 and m + 1 in place of w and m If we replace
ç&gt; with Ad w2°(p we obtain that cp\Bm+l ® 1 iA|#m+i ® 1» (p(s® l)*^Cs® 1) e

£/0(£ n cp(5w®l)&apos;), and ||&lt;p(l ®z) - i/^(l ®z)|| &lt; ôi

Proposition 24 1 yields that the Bott élément h((p(s®\)*il/(s&lt;g)\\ (p(\®z))
belongs to (n - l)K0(D) It also belongs to K0(D n cp{Bm ® 1)&apos;), and because nk and

n — 1 are relatively prime for every k e N, we conclude that

(n - l)K0(D) n K0(D n cp{Bm ® 1)&apos;) =(n- l)KQ(D n cp(Bm ® 1)

The Bott élément therefore belongs to (n - \)K0(D n (p(Bm ® 1)&apos;), and so îs equal

to (n - l)g0 for some g0 e K0(D n cp{Bm ® 1)&apos;)

Use Lemma 23 2 to find a umtary x in U0(D n cp(Bm ® 1)&apos;) with

\\xcp{\®z)-(p{\®z)x\\&lt;ôxln and b(x, cp{\ ®z)) -g0 m K0(D n
and set w xn Then (î) and (n) are satisfied, and (ni), holds because

Finally, from Lemma 3 2 and (2 2 6) we get

b(u, v) b(u, cp{ 1 ® z))

b{w, cp(\®z)) +b{(p{s® l)*w*(p(s&lt;g) 1), cp(\®z))

+ b(&lt;p(s®\)*il/(s®\),(p(\®z))

nb(x, cp( 1 ® z)) — nb(cp(s ® 1) *xcp(s ® 1 &lt;p( 1 ® z))

*^(s® 1), &lt;p(\ ®z))

m #0(2)n &lt;?(£„,_,)&apos;)

THEOREM 3 4 Suppose that D is a unital, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra

and that cp,\l/ Qn®C(T)-&gt;D are injectwe, unital *-homomorphisms Then cp and \j/

are approximately unitanly équivalent if and only if KK(ç) KK(ij/)
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Proof. The &quot;only if&quot; part follows from [15, Proposition 5.4], because

KK(Qn®C{T\D)=KL{Qn®C(T\D) (this holds as K*(Qn®C(T)) is finitely
generated; cf. above). To prove the &quot;if&quot; part it sufficies to show that for every k g N

and every £ &gt; 0 there is a unitary w in D such that
(i) (Ad w o (p)\Bk ® 1 \l/\Bk ® 1,

(ii) ||(Ad w o (p)(s ® 1) - $(s ® 1) || &lt; £,

(iii) ||(Ad w o &lt;p)( 1 ® z) - ^( 1 ® z) || &lt; 2e.

Let m&gt;k and ô &gt; 0 be as in Lemma 3.1, corresponding to the given k and £.

By Lemma 3.3 we may assume that cp and ^ agrée on Bm ® 1, and that

® z) - iKl ® z) || &lt; min {g, Ô/2},

(u cp{s® l)*il/(s® 1) e t/0(Z) n cp{Bm_x)&apos;l

b(u, (p(l®z))=0 in Kq(D n (p(Bm_x)&apos;).

Set q&gt;{\ ® z) =v and observe that vcp(s ® 1) cp(s ® \)v and that

\vij/(s ® 1) - ^(5- ® l)v|| &lt; 21|ç&gt;(l ® z) - ij/(l ® z) II &lt; ô.

Lemma 3.1 yields a unitary w in D n (p(Bk)&apos; satisfying (ii) and such that
||vt&gt;&lt;p(l®z) — cp{\ ®z)w|| &lt;£. It follows that (i) holds, and that (iii) holds is seen

from

||(Ad w o (p)(l®z) - il/(l ® z)\\ &lt; \\wq)(\ ®z) - q&gt;{\ ® z)w\\

4 An existence theorem for Qn ® C(T)

The existence theorem for Qn®C(T) is proved via an approximate existence

theorem for &amp;n ® C(T). From this we obtain an approximate existence theorem for
Qn ® C(J). We turn this into an exact existence theorem for Qn ® C(T) using the

trick of Connes and Higson to replace the target algebra D with CD/C0D, in much
the same way as above in the proof of Proposition 2.4.1. (In doing this we use the

uniqueness theorem of Section 3, which also holds for approximate homomor-
phisms. More precisely, it turns out to be sufficient to use Lemma 3.1.)
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let D be a stable, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra. Then

every élément ofKK((9n ® C(T), CD/C0D) is représentée by an injective *-homomor-
phism Gn ® C(T) - CD/C0D.

Proof. We show that for every pair

a, : Kj((9H ® C(T)) -+Kj(CDIC0D)9

k 0, 1, of group homorphisms and every pair

e, g Ext (Kj(On ® C(T)), Kx ,j(

7=0, 1, of extensions there are injective *-homomorphisms cp9 \j/ : 0n ® C(T) -?

CD/C0D such that À, (ç&gt;) AT7 OJr) a, and KK(&lt;p) - KK(ij/) =(eO9£{l when the

Ext-groups, via the universal coefficient theorem, are viewed as subgroups of
KK(On®C(J), CDIC0D). Since the universal coefficient theorem holds for the

given pair of C*-algebras, since the Ext-groups are torsion groups, and since the
.OT-elements that can be represented by *-homomorphisms form a sub-semigroup,
the proposition will follow from the assertion.

Set ao([l]) =g0 and (^([1 ®z]) =gx. Choose a non-zero projection e in D with
[e] =go- Replace D with eDe, so that D becomes unital and ao([l]) [1]. Consider

représentations of the Ext-elements £y :

Lift [1] and [1 ® z] to e0 e Eo and ex e Ex. Since (n — \)itj(e,) 0 there are éléments

hj eKj{CDjCQD) such that yy(Ai_y) =(« - l)ey. We find two unital *-homomor-
phisms (p,\jj :(9n® C(T) -&gt;CD/C0D such that

® z) ^(1 ® z), &lt;jt&gt;|jB, (g) 1 ^|5, ® 1,

x ® l)*^i ® 1)] Ai, K&lt;p(st ® l)*t/f(sl ® 1), cp{\

It will then follow from Proposition 2.4.1 that &lt;p and \J/ define the given élément of
the .OT-group.

By Theorem 2.2.1 there are commuting unitaries u,veD with full spectrum
such that [u] =hu[v] =g, and b(u, v) =h0. Since D is purely infinité and

(n - l)[\D] (n - l)ao([l]) ao((« - 1)[1]) 0,

there is a unital embedding of 0n into D, i.e. there are isometries tu ,tneD such
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that I tjtf 1. Set À(x) E /yjcf *, xeA and recall from [6] that K+(X) « id.
Hence

[A(i;)] n[v] «g, a! (n[ 1 ® z]) a, ([ 1 ® z]) g, [i?].

Theorem 2.3.3 yields a continuous path {wt}9t e [1, oo), of unitaries in D such that
wtX(v)wf -&gt;v. Define *-homomorphisms cpt, \j/t : On -&gt;D, t e [1, oo), by

&lt;Pt(Sj) W,tj, \l/t(Sj) WttjU.

Since k(v)tj tjV, we obtain that

as t -» oo. Notice that &lt;P/(si)*iA,(si) u and that cpt \Bl \j/t \B}.
Define now cp, \j/ : &lt;Pn ® C(T) -&gt; CD/C0D by

(p( 1 ® z) i/^( 1 ® z) =j(v),

where j : D-&gt; CD/C0D is the canonical inclusion. Since ^(y, ® 1)*^(5, ® 1) =j(u),
it follows from the choice of u and t; that cp and ^ are as desired.

COROLLARY 4.2. IfD is a stable, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra, then every
élément of KK(Qn ® C(T), CDjC0D) is représentée! by an injective *-homomorphism.

Proof Given Proposition 4.1 it suffices to find an embedding p : Qn ® C(T) -?
é?n ® C(T) which induces an invertible élément of KK(Qn ® C(T), ^Pw ® C(T)). By
the universal coefficient thoerem, [13, Proposition 7.2], this will be the case if (and
only if) Kj(fi) is an isomorphism. Since Qn belongs to the classifiable class #, [15,
Définition 5.5], it follows from that définition or from [15, Propositon 8.3] that
there is a *-homorphism a : Qn ~* (9n such that K*((x) is an isomorphism. Now,
/? a ® id is an injective *-homomorphism such that K*(P) is an isomorphism.

LEMMA 4.3. Let D be a unital, purely infinité, simple C*-algebra, let B be a

finite dimensional C*-algebra and let ô &gt; 0. Suppose that cpt : B -&gt;Z&gt;, t e [0, 1], is a
continuous path of *-homomophisms and that v eD is a unitary with full spectrum
such that
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for ail b e B and ail t e [0, 1]. Then there is a continuous path {w,}, t e [0, 1], of
unitaries in D such thaï w0 1, Ad wt ° &lt;pt cpQ9 and

\\wtv — vwt II &lt; 50

for ail t e [0, 1].

Proof Standard arguments give continuous paths {vt} and {*,}, / e [0, 1], of
unitaries in D such that \\vt - v\\ &lt;2ô, vt has full spectrum, v, commutes with
cpt(B), x0 1 and Ad xt ° cpt cp0. Set

ut=Adxt(vt)eD n(po(B)&apos;.

Since u0 v0 it follows from Lemma 2.3.4 that there is a continuous path {z,} of
unitaries in D n^0(5)&apos; such that z0 1 and \\ztutz* —vt\\&lt;ô for ail t g [0, 1]. Set

ztxt wn and observe that Ad wt ° cpt (/&gt;0 because zr commutes with (po(B). Also,

||wri;w* — t;|| &lt;2||t; — vt \\ + ||wrurwf — vt || &lt; 4ô + 1^,1/^* — u, || &lt; 5^. D

THEOREM 4.4. £wry ^fem^r o/ KK(Qn ® C(T), D) w represented by an

injective *-homomorphism Qn®C(T)-*D if D is a stable, purely infinité, simple
C*-algebra.

Proof We identify the ÀX-groups KK( ¦, D) and KK{ •, CD/C0D) and the

AT-groups K*(D) and K*(CD/C0D) via the mapy&apos; : Z&gt; -? CDIC0D (see the discussion

preceding Proposition 2.4.1). Every élément of KK(Qn ® C(T), D) is in this way by
Corollary 4.2 and its proof represented by a continuous path {&lt;pt}, t e [1, oo), of
*-homomorphisms cpt\ Qn-+D (which we may assume to be unital upon passing

to a corner of D) and a unitary v in Z) (or in a corner of D) such that
||(p,(tf)t; — vcpt(a) I -?() as f -? oo. The pair ({cp,}, i;) defines a *-homorphism

&lt;P : Qn ® QT) -? CD/CqD as described in the proof of Proposition 4.1. It therefore
sufficies to find a *-homomorphism \j/ : Qn (g) C(T) -? D such that ^A:(y ° ij/) ^A:((^)
when cp is given as above.

Let {Bk} be a generating nest of finite dimensional subalgebras of the UHF-sub-
algebra B of Qn as in Lemma 3.1. Find an increasing séquence {mk} of positive
integers and a decreasing séquence {ôk} of positive numbers such that for each k e N

we hâve that Lemma 3.1 holds with e 2~k when m=mk and ô ôk. We may
assume that ôk &lt; min {2~k, §&lt;50}, where ô0 is as in Section 2.2.

Find 1 &lt;tl&lt;t2&lt;t3&lt;- - • such that tk -* oo and

||H for t&gt;tk,

\\v&lt;pt(b)-(pt(b)v\\&lt;ôk\\b\\l20 for t&gt;tk and
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We construct below a séquence {wk} of unitaries in D such that
(i) Adwko(ptk+i\Bk=(ptk\Bk,
(ii) \\(Adwkocptk+])(s)-çtk(s)\\&lt;2-\
(iii) ||Adw*(i;)-t?||&lt;2-* + l.

Let k € N be given, and use Lemma 4.3 to find a path {x,}, / g [/a, tk +,], of
unitaries in D such that xtk 1 and

Ad xr o cpt \Bmk &lt;p^ \Bmk, ||*,i&gt; - ux, || &lt; \ôk

for ail f e [f*, f* +,]. Check that

||(Ad xt o (pt){s)v - t;(Ad xt o cpt){s) \&lt;ôk.

Set (Ad xt o (pt)(s)*(ptk(s) un and observe that {ut}, i e [tk, tk +,], is a continuous
path of unitaries in D n cp(Bm_x)&apos; with utk 1, whence «^ l e ^(Z) n (p(Bm_x)&apos;).

We also hâve that ||M/t&gt; — yMf || &lt; §^ ^ ^o? which implies that b(utk M, v) =0.
Lemma 3.1 yields a unitary w in D n (p(Bk)&apos; such that

HAd x,A +I
o ^ + i)(s)w* - cptk(s)|| &lt; 2~\ \wv -vw\\&lt; 2-K

It foliows that the unitary wk wtk 1

is as desired.
The séquence {Ad(w, •••wjk.,)o^t} converges in the pointwise norm topol-

ogy to a *-homomorphism ij/0 : Qn -&gt;Z), and {Ad (w{ • • • wk_ \){v)} converges to a

unitary v0 in Z&gt; with full spectrum such that vQ and il/0(Qn) commute. We therefore
hâve an injective *-homomorphism \j/ : Qn®C(J) -&gt;D such that il/(a®\)
il/0(a), a g Qn, and \j/(l ® z) i?0.

Define a *-homomorphism y : CD -*/°°Z) by y(/) {/(/*)}. This reduces to a

*-homomorphism y : CD/C0D -^I^DJCqD. Put

w {Wl W2 • •. Wifc_,} + c0D g /°°/)/c0A

and observe that Ad w&lt;&gt;y o y =y oj o\j/. It follows that AX(y o cp) A^AT(y oyo ^),
and because A^*(y) is injective, this implies that KK{cp) ÀX(y&apos; o ^). D

5 Classifiable models

We give below a slightly revised définition of the classifiable purely infinité,
simple C*-algebras compared with the original définition ([15, Définition 5.5]).
Recall from [15] that KL(A, B) is KK(A, B) divided by the subgroup obtained by
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taking the closure of {0} in a certain natural topology. If K*(A) is finitely
generated, then KL(A, B) KK(A, B). Recall also from [15] that H(A9 B) is the set

of full *-homomorphisms from A ® X into B ® X (i.e. every non-zero élément in
A ® X is mapped into a full élément of B ® X) modulo approximate unitary
équivalence, and that there is a natural homomorphism k : H{A, B)^KL(A, B).

DEFINITION 5.1. (cf. [15, Définition 5.5]) Let # dénote the class of ail
separable, simple, purely infinité C*-algebras A for which the map
k : H(A, D) -+KL(A, D) is an isomorphism for every purely infinité, simple C*-alge-
bra D.

This définition differs from the original one by restricting the class of target
algebras D (which in [15] were only assumed to hâve real rank zéro and to contain
a properly infinité full projection). We note that none of the results about the class

^ proved in [15] need to be revised, and that, in particular, two C*-algebras A and
B in ^ are isomorphic if they hâve isomorphic A&apos;-theory. It will be convenient also

to hâve the following.

DEFINITION 5.2. Let t dénote the class of ail separable C*-algebras A with
an approximate unit consisting of projections such that k : H(A, D) -&gt;KL(A, D) is

an isomorphism for every purely infinité, simple C*-algebra D.

We can then reformulate Theorem 3.4 and 4.4 as

THEOREM 5.3. The C*-algebras Qn®C(l) belong to f for every n &gt;2. In

particular, (92n ® C(T) belongs to %&gt; for every n.

The following is a generalization of [15, Theorem 5.9]. The proof in [15] applies

Verbatim to the more gênerai statement.

THEOREM 5.4. (cf. [15, Theorem 5.9]) Let A be the inductive limit of a

séquence Ax -+A2-+A3-+ • • • with injective maps of C*-algebras, each of which is a

finite direct sum of C*-algebras in &lt;?. Then A belongs to %&gt;. If A in addition is simple

and purely infinité, then A belongs to %&gt;.

COROLLARY 5.5. Suppose that A and B are the inductive limits of séquences

AX-&gt;A2-&gt;A^-+. and Bx ~&gt;B2-»B3-? • •, with injective maps, where each A} and

Bj is isomorphic to a C*-algebra of the form

é Mki(Qni®C(T))
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(r, kt and nl dépend on A} and Bj). Suppose also thaï A and B are simple. Then À and
B belong to (€. Itfollows in particular thaï A is isomorphic to B ifK0(A) ^ Kq(B) and

KX{A) ^KX(B) as abelian groups, and either A and B are both non-unital, or they
both hâve a unit and there is an isomorphism Kq(A) -+Kq(B) mapping [lA] onto [lB].

Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.3 and 5.4 that A and B belong to &lt;?, and that
they belong to ^ if they are simple - which is assumed - and purely infinité. It
follows from [15, Proposition 8.5 and Theorem 5.7] that Qn is isomorphic to
Qn ® Mnoo, where Mnœ is the UHF-algebra of type «°°. It follows in particular that
Qn is approximately divisible (in the sensé of [ 1]), and this implies that the inductive
limits A and B are approximately divisible. Since A and B clearly are infinité, [1,
Theorem 1.4] yields that A and B are purely infinité.

Let us conclude with the following description of the classifiable class ^ that

may justify its name.

THEOREM 5.6. (cf. [15, Theorem 8.2 and Proposition 8.3]) Let Go and Gx be

countable abelian groups and let goe Go. There is, up to isomorphism, precisely one

unital C*-algebra Ao in &lt;£ such that (K0(A0), [1], KX(AO)) ^ (Go, g0, Gx), and there is

precisely one non-unital (and hence necessarily stable) C*-algebra Âo in %&gt; with

Let A and A be separable, purely infinité, simple C*-algebras in the bootstrap

category Jf where the universal coefficient theorem is proved to hold cf. [13], A with

a unit and A stable, with (K0(A), [1], KX(A)) (G0,g0, Gx) and (K0(Â), KX(Â)) *
(Go, Gx). Then A is isomorphic to Ao if and only if

(i) there is a non-zero *-homomorphism cp :Â-+Â0 such that K*(cp) is an

isomorphism, and

(ii) every non-zéro *-endomorphism cp of Â with KL(cp) AX(id) is approxi¬
mately inner (i.e., approximately unitarily équivalent to the identity).

Similarly, A is isomorphic to Ao if and only if
(i) there is a unital *-homomorphism cp : A -&gt;A0 such that K*((p) is an isomor¬

phism, and
(ii) every unital *-endomorphism cp of A with KL(cp) KL(id) is approximately

inner.

Proof Fix a natural number n &gt; 2. There is a simple unital C*-algebra Bn of
real rank zéro which is the inductive limit of a séquence.

and such that K0(Bn) s Z[l/(« - 1)] and Kx(Bn) s Z. (In fact, by [8], Bn is unique,
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and îs a Bunce-Deddens algebra) It follows from Corollary 5 5 that Qn®Bn
belongs to # We hâve that K0(Qn®Bn) 0 and Kx(Qn ® Bn) £ Z/(w - 1)Z

Suppose now that Gx îs finitely generated, î e,

GX^HX®T\(nx - 1)Z0 0T\(nr - 1)Z,

where Hx îs torsion free By [15, Theorem 8 2], there îs a unital C*-algebra
V such that (Ao(^o), [ 1], Kx (Ao)) * (Go, go&gt; #i) Set

where ^ ^ (g) #vy 1, r Smce each ,4, belongs to * by Corollary 5 5

there îs a unital endomorphism cp oî A such that for each partial homomorphism
&lt;py Aj -*At of (/&gt;, the map (plJ îs non-zero, K+((pu) îd, and K^((f&gt;v) 0 if / =^y It
follows that AT*(&lt;p) îd and that the mductive hmit D of the séquence

&lt;p &lt;p v
A-+A-+A-*

îs simple with K*(D) ^ K*(A) Theorem 5 3 implies that D belongs to *
Any arbitrary triple (G0,g0, Gx) îs the mductive hmit of a séquence of triples

(G{0&quot;\ g{on\ G\n)) with G[n) finitely generated The latter triples are, by the preceding

argument, the invariants of unital C*-algebras in #, and so it follows from [15,
Theorem 8 2] that there îs a unital C*-algebra Ao m V with (K0(A0), [1], KX(AO)) s
(Go&gt; ^o?^i The stable C*-algebra Âo A0®Jf also belongs to #, and îs therefore

as desired The uniqueness of Ao and Âo follows from [15, Theorem 5 7] The last

part of the theorem îs just a reformulation of [15, Proposition 8 3]
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